


If you 
Maybe I’ll

All right, everybody pay attention. Thia io the spot in which I 
am supposed to show off my wit. My wit is somewhat off this time, 
though, and I fear there won't be much here other than a dry 
statement about who and when and how and all like that, 
care, that is. If you don't care read on anyway. J' '

°fj3Oraething funny...like the discussion of comic books at 
the v/orldcon. That fair breaks me up. Ah, well, let's get on 
nivLS; -ThiS’ dear reader* i3 DYNATRON number I5 (Applause!). 
DYNATRON is very much like a fanzine and is published every 
^her^°nth by Roy and Ohryot£11 Tackett at 915 Green Valiev Road 
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The security neonle can relax as 
we don thave any agents, foreign or otherwise. Lessee, the 
f°Hn+^Pf?'Ce tbis thing ia each or eight for one dollar 
ent a bargain considering postal rates. You can also get
opies -if you want them—by contributing material or by sending

Don t tell me you don't have 

poor unfortunates receive copies for reasons known but to the 
editor If you're in this category don't ask me why as I don't 
thns e?tbe^+ The oninions expressed herein, including
nf +L J?Serial commentary, do not, necessarily, reflect those 
of the editor. This is, as usual, a Marinated Publication.

copies—
along your own fanzine in trade.
a fanzine—everybody publishes fanzines these days.

Tf you re in this category don't 1 ’ '
* Ahem. The oninions expressed herein, including

The cover is by Bjo Trimble, a lovely and talented type fan. Arrigato.
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°lae b.oaua. it goes at the lowest rate. And that la how It's a-goma 2 g 
a con,, Jlm Hann°n 10 going t0 Pub a prozine called NOVA or somesuch at a buck

Am disappointed that Rick Sneary, Esq., said "No" to TAFF. I can think of no
t” fandom more deserving of the honor or mor. qualified to be th. TAFF^dmfn“tra- 

L.A. Once More—In Sixty-Four.

RT



writings
in

THS
SAND

_ My sense of wonder is wore often aroused these days by thinge mundane rather than 
cience fictions,.. Particularly it becomes aroused by the strange and mysterious do

ings of government.
k .°n^n°aliente ia,a sn011 town in north-central New Mexico. The population is

2C0, mostly, Im told, of Spanish descent. It isn't a very prosperous town, 
miserable one—room school complete with primitive heating and out— 
school’s water supply consists of a snigot—also outside.

1- without success, to get a new school. It 
. - - -------------- aid

The people of Ojo, more in an effort to attract attention
, decided to turn elsewhere. Ah, you

Ojo Caliente has a 
side toilets. The __ _ _
. The people of Ojo Caliente have tried, without success, to get a new school, 
is a poor district which cannot afford to build on its own and state or federal a 
nasn't been forthcoming. r“' ‘ _
to their plight than anythinge else I suspect, 
say, if they can't get state or federal aid then where do they turn?

Tney applied to Mexico for foreign aid.
Mexico has had a crash program going for the nast few years to raise the literacy 

rate. Among innovations to aid the urogram is the prefabricated schoolhouse which can 
e built in less than a week. The people of Ojo Caliente requested that Mexico come 

to their assistance and build one of the prefab schools in their community. The Mexi
can government sent an architect to Ojo to survey the situation and see just what 
would be needed. He made his recommendations and Mexico agreed to build the school 
provided there was an official request made by the U.S. government for the aid.

e "' * ’* government, of course, refused to make the request since it would be 
rather embargoing for one of the richest countries in the world to request assistance 
irom one of the poorest.
... So t]?® children of Ojo Caliente continue to go to their one-room school, complete 

with outside toilets. "
4. Pr®3id®n^ JCe[me^y» in his state of the union message, announced that the United 

otates has ouift 15,000 classrooms in Latin America. ■
%

Dunno.why I attracted so much attention today. Nothing unusual about my clothes. 
1 was wearing western boots, bright red trousers, a black shirt with mother-of-pearl 
buttons and a blue leather jacket. Lots oe people around here wear western boots.

%
After a holiday lull the flow of fanzines is picking up again. No reviews this 

time since I want to keep the size of thish down but a few comments on a few zines. 
Haw. Larry Shaw gave as one of his reasons for turning AXE into a monthly(?) genzine 
the fact that there isn't much news these days. The past few weeks have seen a re- 
surgance of FANAO and the birth of two new newszines. STARSPINKLE is a bi-weekly 
news and ^hitter-chatter zine from one of the foremost chitter-chatterers in the 
Liexd, Ron Ellik,. Three for a quarter from Ron at 1825 Greenfield Ave., LA 25...Har- 
vey ^nman end Julius Unger have revived Julie's FANTASY FICTION FIELD as a bi-weekly. 
15 for 31 from Harvey Inman, 1029 Elm St., Grafton, Ohio...SPECTRUM is a bookreview 
zine from Lin Carter, Apt 4-XJ, 2028 Davidson Ave., NY 54, NY. $1 Per year and it ap
pears bi-monthly. Interesting if you like book reviews. I do. .,jon White, 90 River
side Drive, NY 24, NY, who had some material here some months ago, has revived INSIDE 

is an offset printed bi-monthly and if future issues match thio first effort it* ' 
the^two-bits »er cony. #1 contains a scholarly dissertation on

L Ron Hubbard h ns amUf,lng iteiD by Bloch> argument ive view of
tiJ wy Blackbeard. Very good....And that’s enough on fmz for this
Not L Lrb J ^teresting to see what effect the new postage rates have on fmz. 
Not too much I suspect. The main effect it has had on this particular Publication 
“ * on my part to keep the size down. Gad, thumbing through
some old fmz I discovered in a box at my mother's house I note that in W it cost 
on^y 1-g^ ,0 mail out a 20 page fmz. Ah, those were the days....



e covera.

Fran

Anong fra gem that to llght „h<Jn j du3ted off the box Bentioned on 
previous page is a souvenier booklet" from the Science Fiction Fanquet held at 22C0 
/eo. Seventh St., uos Angeles, California, on February 10, lh4f, at 8-50 p m Wai* 
Daugherty, Sponsor. ' " ' • ■“*■
-r v j1 WS!^ -f 3an ?rarici3co during 1?45 and one day the receptionist informed me that 
i ha< a visitor I was surprised and pleased to find that it way none other than 
?orry Acxerman who was m town for some reason or other and invited me to come to L A 
rcr t .e ranquet Thio w3 »y flrot visit to the USFS and I ray get around to writing 
about .t ora. of these dayo-lf I M dig lt out of the MIBOry M now>
.sough, t e subject is the ''souvenier booklet."

ia tt standard fan-type publication. Sixteen pages, including th. ______
This is not a program booklet—who ever heard of a fan gathering having a prop-ram?— 
out a sort of guide to the field for the prospective fan. The'.'LASFS nresunably ex- 
rec.-ed to have some non-fans in attendance. '

~n the lead article Sgt Forrest'J Ackerman discusses the prozines of the-day.
2r’ .uay°’4®’ to- different tastes. STARTLING STCRI3S and THRIL'ING 70KDER 

oivrai .o feature science-flavored-,- fast-moving yarns with lots of action and adventure 
Botn puc-.io.ned quarterly and sell for 15/ per copy. I5/! Sob. Oh, the thought ®f 
it. Thoee were the days when I bought all the nrozines. I could afford it, *ha+ 
other pt andby of Fifth Fandom, MANET' STCRIES, "chock-full of rocket ships, monsters, 
mysteries, and maidens m distress" went for 20/ per copy. It, too, was quarterly, 
xor the more- serious minded there was ASTOUNDING ScfccE-FIOTION with solid science, 
uecnnoxogy, and a ‘lot .of sociology. Now we've got ANALOG and osionics. Owell. (By

beE^+neW° inis that ANALOG is going large size with the next iah.
vn “^-better display on the stands.) AMAZING STORIES and FAN-

*iS5’V\jSA b°th ouaruerlY and costing a quarter, round out the stfzinea avail- 
v ^°rry m®ntions that science-fiction also appears in FA’OUS FANTASTIC 

i.o.ERiES (.15/ quarterly) and WEIRD TALES (15/ bi-monthly.) Forry finishes by men- 
i-bning some o_. the zines of the.past and the statement that "fans look to-a postwar 
boomm science fiction magazines. If you latch on now, you'll have a lot of‘swell 
reading to Look forward to!"

■e had the boom; sure enough, but the reading wasn't so swell.
, The^nert article concerns itself with weird and fantasy prozines end is written 
by rrancis Laney Zines paat and present (in 1945) are discussed by Fran along '

comments on various authors including "a cowparitively new writer, Rav Bradbury, 
also has a short item on weird and fantasy fanzines.
Sam Russell covers the book portion of the field and it is interesting to note 
ne devotes only one page to SF books and three pages to weird and fantasy books. 
" xA”06, lndlc^lon o-r the state/of the hard-cover part of the field 2C years
Lost booxs nuolished were either weird or fantasy—stf itself.had vet to bloom.

mentloned by Russell are the various' stories bv Wells and Staple- 
Uhen Worlds Goll ide", "The Scarlet Flague", and others in a similar 

that. 
Thia 
ago* 
Among the 
don and such as 
vein.

. Forry comes back di 
of the day 
a postcard 
copy these day; 
past 20 years?
ILLUSTRATED ‘USU3 '/SEELY and that's still a- mouthful 1. 
is plugged as a ‘ '
"poor fan's ESQUIRE". Other fmz of the day. 3enson 
product of Bob Tucker"; CENTAURI—anybody recall who 
F°"y^°esn't mention the editor—; L'lNOC NU edited by’stPve Roberts,- VENUs‘f 
PAFFA^S H tnew effort from Al ./einstein;' and, of
L ArFAIRES, w ,ich was available free from the editor—someone named

A number o. professional People," says Forry, "got their starts, writing for, 
xor, or editi.mg one of these amateur periodicals. Try some.

»°S8=l^rS50"ed tte' ‘r°Un<i 5000 13,Ue0 °f «""1

isguised as Leaver /right to comment on the prominent fanznes 
Among the recommended fanmaga are;,/alt Dunkelberger’ a FANELSOaRD WEEKLY, 

me that went for.2/ per copy;, Heh! It would have to be a nickle per " 
Do you realize the cost of mailing a postcard has risen.403% in the 

er newa°beet inentioned ia Julie Unger's FAjJTASY FICTION FIELD
/EEKjY and that's still a- mouthfull. Walt Liebacher'a CHANTICLEER 

and BiU Ason's DIABLERIE as a
Perry'c OYNGI; LE ZOMBIE, "the 
put this one out? I can't and 

----- , ----- - from 
of course, SHANGRI- 
-d Charles Burbee.

_ . drawing
■you'll find 'em fun."



The next page brings us to an article concerning the Fantasy Amateur Press 
Association ("usually called ’fa-pah"’) by Jim Kepner, FAPA, JiKe concluded, "is 
the most active and the most interesting of all fan organizations and, I should say, 
the most likely to continue in that line." You may be interested in knowing that 
some of the topics under discussion in FAPA in 1945 were the plausibility of a fan
colony in one of the major cities; a fan code of ethics, the racial question in the 
U.S., and the desirability for improvement of the educational system. Did I hear a 
mention of "new" trend?

Next, Walt Daugherty describes the LASTS and Alva Rogers discusses science—fic
tion art. Is Edd Cartier still your favorite, Alva?

The last page gives the credits for the Fanquet stating "Culminating several 
years of hopes for a science fiction banquet, we are tonight seeing this hope become 
an actuality....The present function would not have been possible without the whole
hearted cooperation of all of the members of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society 
as is evidenced by this booklet. For three days prior to the banquet, LASFSers gave 
.he^r enthusiastic support into three busy days of publishing, phoning, article wri
ting, and gathering together the original illustrations which are on exhibit this 
evening.

The bacover is given over to autographs and I note the fannish green ink pre
dominates in the various signatures. My souvenier booklet contains a variety of 
autographs of fen past and present. Among the decipherable names I find such as 
wait Daugherty, Alva Rogers, Myrtle R. Douglas, Ross Rocklyn, Guy Gifford, Phil 
Bronson, shaky scrawl that translates as Claude Degler, A. E. Van Vogt, E. Mayne 
Hull, Let s get down to brass tacketts--4e", Nelson Himmel, Andy Anderson, Elmer 
Perdue, John Cunningham, Roscoe Wright, Jimmy Kepner, Eva Roberson, Lora Crozettl, 
osro Russell, Myra Smith, Sophia Van Doorne, Alojo, and others.

The 1945 Fanquet. It was, as I recall, a ball,,
_ j Program booklet is mimeod except for the covers which were printed by Elmer 

R°S®rs? and 4s3 stencil cutting and Andy Anderson
had a hand in the publishing. Something of a treasure, this. I’m glad I found it.

$
. * Ihno^Sg?9ads &r9 }°°^again» This time in Edgerton, Wisconsin (population a
bout 4,000) where what is called a "parent’s group" has started a campaign to get 
certain books banned from the high school. Described as "filth" are such books as 
L' °;«Saling0r 8 Th® Richer In the Rye", Huxley's "Brave New World”, Orwell’s
i9’ Steinbeck s 'Of Mice and Men", Lederer and Burdick's "The Ugly American",and, 

of all things, Dostoevsky's "Crime and Punishment". Yessir, this sure is an en
lightened age. Bet Edgerton would be a good market for wolfbane, garlic, and. of 
course, crucifixes. 5 * ’

jL3Va11 n°W exhibit own fuggheadedness. This is the oroighod department. 
The 4th Xg3Ue Gf Don and Maggie Thompaonig C0KI0 ART carriea an annGunceiD6nt that 
’okx w Urry Ive haVe ^een invited t0 discuss comic books as a part of the
196? World SF convention. Ecch’ Has the Discon committee lost its collective mind? 
Comic books! poorly printed picture "stories" made up of crude artwork, atrocious 
i logue, and unimaginative plots. I’ve no doubt that Lupoff and Ivie will give an

Interesting presentation but such a presentation has no place in the program of a 
science-fiction convention; at a convention of the Junior G-men or the Mickey Mouse 
Club, perhaps, but not at a stf convention.

I know things have been rough in the stf field for the past couple of years 
but, roighod, the field isn’t that bankrupt.

i
How’ve you been making out during the deep freeze? Albuquerque's temperatures 

have dropped as low as -10° after which my 1948 clunker started right off but that
fancy station wagon just clicked at me. Gallup, N. Mex., over in the western part
+L Tn ™Precedented -59°. That’s the sort of thing one expects up in

e D kotas, not in New Mexico. I tell you somebody’s been messing with the weather.
ROY TACKETT
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. CHRYSTAL GAZING

confused' blame it on that.- '.fell, I mu at blame it on something

'lie 
Roy 
a

Here I sit with trusty typewriter while Roy is outside beheading a couple of 
squabs and the Kujawa's are winging their way to Phoenix. Of course, by the time you 
read this Betty and Gene will be in San Antonio or some such nlace but you know how 
it.is with fan rubbers. You can relax a while, Ron Bennett, because I'm saving the 
best for last and have other things to yak about before I get to the Kujawa's visit.

I'm trying to adjust to.a new prescription in my glasses so if some of this seems 
_ _ I wear glasses al

most constant ly—ekcert when I'm asleep—and sometimes even wake from a nan to disco
ver that I've-been napping complete with specs. See my dreams better that way.

. The things I go through to help get DYNATRON out to the awaiting microcosm, 
got the lastish run. off, collated, addressed and all without any trouble. Since 
is back on dayshift he doesn't have time to get to the post office so he gave me 
list of the number of stamps we'd need for mailing the zine. So I hopped into our 
trusty station wagon—I always feel that I’m hauling a house around behind me when
ever I drive the wagon; there's room enough in the back for a bowling, alley—and 

' drove to Alameda to get the stamps., Alameda, a small town about six or seven miles 
north of here, contains the nearest full-fledged cost office. There is a little con
tract P.O. in a shopping center a few blocks from here but' if one asks them for any
thing other than straight first class or airmail postage the- place dissolves into a 
mass of utter confusion. So we use the Alameda P.O. and all DYNATRCNs we’ve issued 
since arriving . in New l.'exico have been mailed from there. .

. Arriving at the P.O. I wait patiently amid the pre-Ohr ib’tmae rush to get to the 
<d°W* ' 1 frnaUy raade. it and handed the man a copy of DYNxTRON and asked him to 

weighjt; and t.ell me what the postage would be, both domestic and overseas. He nut 
. the. zine on his scale and after a bit announced that it would cost five cents to mail 
in the states and "where overseas- do you want it to go?" ,

' "Oh, to a number of countries," I reply.. .
"I’ve got to know the countries or I can't give you the postage rate.” 

■ Is this something ‘new?" . . .
"No, it is not." .
"I didn't know the rate for printed matter varied from country to country." 
.Veil,; it does." ' ■ . . J

^t never has in the past. The printed rate is the same to all countries." 
... . . I “dnute-" lith that he called over a co-worker and after some discussion
it was decided that they ought to look the subject up in the postal regs. Nell, what 
do you know'. Printed rate .is the same for all countries. Now that Will be U cents 
for the states and 8 cents for overseas.- -■ ■ . . ’

,- I agreed.that this was fine and asked for the appropriate number of cent 
stamps and.the appropriate number of 8 cent stamps. He replied that he didn't have 
ei,-ner and 1 d have to get them from "the man over there". "I sighted down his poin
ting linger but I didn t see the man over there" anywhere. He'seemed thoroughly con- 
used. Look, he says, I 11 give you the fours and then you can get the halfs from 

t. e man over there. I still didn t see any "man over, there" but figured that this 
would be some.progress anyway'so agreed. The clerk counted' out.the fours and all was 
we until I remarked that if he would.give, me so many more fours I could use them 
for the eight cents postage on overseas mailing.

B'fhy," be said, "you can do it that, way, can’t you?" ■'■
. in£3tead Of counting- out so many additional fours he takes back the 

original number, recomputes the amount needed, and counts them out all over again, 7e 
completed the transaction on the fours and he remarked that ..I’d have to get the half 
cent stamps from the man over there. I was about to remark that I didn't see any man 
over there when, thank goodness, the man over there walked in the back door and went 
over there.

• Mf* original servant of the poat office then hollered to the man over there that



I need so many 4^- cent stamps. Naturally, I was a bit confused by this time and the 
line behind me was beginning to curleque out into the traffic on US 85 but I did have 
enough wits left to yell that I didn’t need 4-|- cent stamps, I needed half cent stamps, 
/hich was just as well as the man over there didn’t have any 4g- cent stamps either.

Eventually we got it straightened out and I ended up getting gypned out of one 
2~ cent stamp because I was so confused that I asked for an odd number of stamps and 
had to nay to the next nearest even number anyway. tfhat with the postage increase 
and all I dread to think of what mailing out this issue will involve.

Somebody wake up Ron Bennett and we’ll talk about the Kujawas.
Betty and Gene planed in a short time ago, refugees from the ice and snow of 

Indiana. Roy and Betty greeted each other like long-lost friends and if they had a 
month to visit I don't believe they would have been able to discuss every subject of 
mutual interest. Gene and I managed to interject a remark every half hour or so 
whenever they paused for breath.

It was just turning dusk when I greeted the Kujawas at our front door. As luck 
would have it Roy had to work an hour overtime so he was still absent when the Kuja
was arrived, I directed Gene to the gin and vermouth—Roy is the martini mixer in 
this house and since he does a good job of it I’ve not bothered to learn the various 
proportions—which he promptly turned into excellent dry martinis. The altitude here 
bothered Betty somewhat so she settled for something less potent. I could go into 
all the details about how I had started dinner only to have Roy phone that he'd be 
late and.^how the meal became overcooked trying to keep it warm but this is a familiar 
story to roost women and the men probably don’t care—so long as they get something to 
eat. .

The nice thing about visiting fans Is that most are conversant of a wide variety 
of subjects which is just as well since my knowledge of SF and fandom is quite limit* 
ed. /hen Roy finally arrived things fannish dominated the Conversation for a while 
but not exclusively.

Gene graciously took us all up in the B—Bird the next day. Roy and Rene went up 
first and had quite a ball. Diana and I went next but the plane developed a trouble 
so Gene had to bring us in pretty fast. Diana was disappointed but I was quite glad 
to get a glimpse of this valley from the air. It is quite a sight—the desolate 
stretches of desert on either side and the green stretch of the Rio Grande Valley. 
I can see how flying a small plane can grow on people. It is exhilerating. Roy had 
said, after his return from Japan, that he wouldn't go up in the air again but he 
went eagerly enough in the Beech ^There's a vast difference between flying in a small 
plane and lumbering through the air in a military transport. RT^ and Diana, who has 
begged for a horse for years, now wants an airplane instead.

That evening we joined Betty and Gene for dinner and more fine conversation, 
Much to our regret they had to go on to Phoenix the next day. All good things must 
come to a temporary conclusion. Temporary, for we look forward to continuing where 
we left off whenever the opportunity again presents itself. I’m not too fluent with 
descriptions of my impressions of people but, as with some of the other fans we've 
met, I enjoyed the Kujawa's visit and felt that we had known them for yearn. Roy 
says it is part of what makes a fan. ./hatever it is I'm looking forward to meeting 
the Kujawas again,

. I made my bimonthly visit to the doctor a counle of weeks ago. Routine, I
figured, just to get the blood pressure checked on. There have been times when I've 
walked into his office feeling that my next step would be the one into the grave on
ly to have him tell me that I was doing fine and the bloodpressure was roaintxining a 
sensible level. This time, though, I felt great—all full of vim and vigor and fully 
expecting the doctor to tell me that I was in good shape and wouldn’t have to come 
back for six months. Have you ever stuck a pin in a balloon? That's what I felt 
like. "Mrs. Tackett, I hate to say this to you since you’re feeling so good, but..." 
The bloodpressure was way up again and I was castigated for not naying more attention 
to my diet and various other things. I went in feeling fine and came out feeling 
sick. Sometimes I wonder about these doctors.

CHRISTAL TACKETT
. .



A reprint from FIVE BY FIVE, #7, February 1962, Rick Sneary, Editor.

SNEAKY’ S REFERENCES
” by

RICK SNEARY

About two months ago, Ron Ellik asked Virginia Schultheis and I, 
out of a clear blue-with-smoke sky, to recommend reference books to him. 
Not just books of facts, but a few books that should be on his shelves 
to give a well-rounded selection^ I’m sure he was talking to Virginia 
rather than me, as she is a librarian, But the question kept coming 
back to me, even though I wasn’t able to give any kind of an answer at • 
the time.

I collect or salvage just about anything I can get hold of so my 
collection is motly in the extreanu The best or most usefull find 
their way into my own room, while the others are sorted around the 
house and garage-room, according to how I value them. I think almost 
any book is a usefull reference.and.it -is. a matter-~of•• taste-^w-hat you-- 

TzfSbpS occured to me that you might be willing to let me talk
about my books. I think a book llWls a sort of guide to the man so 
maybe it will give you now. insight into met But, as many of my best 
books are gifts or chance come-bys—and I can’t/won’t afford some I’d 
like--don’t take too much stock in it.

The easiest system is to work outward from my typeing center. On 
the stand or at the table at my left are six dictionaries. Three are 
English: an Abbott:s vest-pocket edition, a Merriam—V/ebs ter pocket edi
tion, and my large Winston college edition--which is my last word (have 
still another old one in the garage-room)0 The other three are pocket
size Spanish, German, and French dictionaries---w'hich I think everyone 
ought to have> I think Latin and Italian dictionaries would be good 
things to have, too. Also in this row is a pocket Roget’s Thesaurus, 
but I’ve never been able to use it for much as the words seem so unimag
inative. A bigger edition might be better, A rhyming dictionary might 
be handy, too, but I‘ve never wanted one of famous quotations.

Then in their special-made box on the table are my small refer
ences. A book on general science, two on stars, one on rocks, one on 
great artists, a collection of American ballads, my two volume set of 
Robert Graves on Greek myths, the story of .100 symphonies (I need a 
book or two on music of a more general nature), my little copy of '’The 
Prophet'’’ by Kahilil Gibran (’if you don't know Gibran I won’t try to ex
plane, but his poetry seemed the greatest thing I'd ever read, when I 
first read it), and a Mentor Book, ’’Reader’s Companion To World Litera
ture11. This is a literary encyclopedia about writing and writers and 
is one of my most valuable books....... -   . ......   * ........v....---. ..........

;.'I.L-thInk; some sort of encyclopedia is needed by anyone wno writes 
as much as we do--or even reads ^.®ch as we do--and they are fine 
for settling debates such as Anna Moffatt and I are always getting 
into. Cur family owns a 192? 12 volume set of the World Book, which 
isn’t bad, but I’ve added to it. I own two volumes of the small Funk 
& Wagnail (I admire the red and gold bindings), three volumes of the 
New Pictorial Encyclopedia (a gift) and just recently bought volumes 13 
and 16 of the 11th edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica and I plan to 
get more of these. I've a scattering of other books that carry assort
ed facts, such as a 50 year old telephoneman’s handbook and one for 
plumbers almost as old. Lot’s of facts and usefull information. Of 
course, I’ve never used them yet.

Now we switch to the far corner of my room and the bookcase above 
my writing desk. Four shelves, but I will only mention those-beoks.I

reference.and.it


_ook on as reference books. Left to right, bottom, comes first my com
plete Shakespear. I nave mixed sets and individual books around by 
Will which gives me throe or four copies of some plays, but this is the 
whole business--ln 4a or 5 point type. - Considering how often Shakespear 
is referred to by other stories, I think this is a very important re
ference, as well as good reading. Inis is one of my "10 books for a 
desert island" selections. Beside it is the compleat works of Poe and 
tne short stories of de Maupassant. I also have a 100-year-old edition 
of Plutarch5s "Lives", which I don’t think is a must--but good, none 
the less. And there are all five versions of the Rubaiyat. I general
ly prefer the first version to the other four.

I also have two collections of American and British poems--which 
are useful in giving an idea of what each poet wrote but of very little 
use when you want to find something specific.. There are two books giv
ing the stories and histories of operas. I’m not that much of an opera 
lover but each volume covers the field in a slightly different way, so 
I can’t part with either a That is a trouble with reference .books... so 
much is repeated over and over in different books.

#There is a two-volume history of Greece, which I have more "for 
the binding than for interest in Greek history, and one on the 15 most 
important battle s--the ones the Modern Major General in Gilbert & Sul
livan knew. I think a complete G&S book would be useful, by the way. 
Len Moffatt has one which includes the musical scores and they wouldn’t 
do me any good. Next there is R. A. Botkin’s "a Treasury of American 
Folklore" which is a right good collection of stories, legends, ballads 
and songs. ’

Of my- technical books, the most prized is "Language in Action" by 
Hayakawa. It is also tne least read. I read it through over 10 years 
ago and have barely opened it in the past eight years. Still, I con
sider it the book that did more to change my thinking--or set my think
ing on the right path--than any other book I have ever read. Tne next, 
maybe, would be "Psychology of Personal Adjustment" by Fred McKinney, 
□.his is written for the college age group and proved most useful to me 
in understanding myself , and that my problems of 10 years ago were not 
very unusual. I have Breast’s "History of Egypt" wnich is beautiful 
but dated. Much more exci ting---and highly recommended--is Ceram’s ' 
'Gods, Graves, and Scholars". This is an exciting introduction to ar
chaeology from which anyone can go on to more detail. I never have but 
that is because I’m spread too thin. There is also George Simpson's 
()Life of the Past" but I must confess I’ve never read it, and T. Gaster 

The New Golden Bough , which is just too much to read, other than here 
and there when looking up the nistory of some custom.

Most of the above is on the second shelf, as are my four Tolkien 
books. This is just about my biggest personal investment and one of 
the few fantasy works that I'd class as a reference. In fact, other 
than Lewis Carroll, I can’t think of any other I'd rate"that high. 
„ n 01? the third sue If are such things as "A Treasury of Sherlock 
Holmes , which I someday hope to replace witn the "complete" Holmes as 
this one lacks a good many tales. However, I think I almost prefer 
Doyle as a writer of historical novels. I enjoyed "Sir Nl^el" and "The 
white Company" more than any of the Holmes stories, and "The Adventures 
oi Gerard' is quite funny, in a way you wouldn't expect of Doyle. Here
also is Churchill's 'History of the Second World i'/ar" in six volumes.
I've managed to get through about half of them by faitnfully reading one 
chapter a night...a good system for such books as it gives you time to
think on what you have read and not get bored by pages and pages of dry
reports. iivery so often the Cnruchill style comes billowing up and you 
can almost hear that grand old man speaking the words. He may not have 



always been right, but dashed if no was over wrong. Next is my "Twen
tieth Century Book of Facts*1 which came out in 1903 and was meant to co
ver about everything that had happened up till then* I was rather du
bious about it'wnen it was first given to me but it has proven both 
interesting and useful. Next is Asimov's "The Intelligent Man's Guide 
To Science'’ which I received as a birthday gift from Ackerman and I have 
shamefully not read much of it yet. Then a book on the history of the 
men who signed the Declaration of Independence (which isn't very useful) 
and a book'on birds, trees, and flowers—which never has what I'm look
ing for--two weapons catalegs, a wine list, and a book on heraldry,

On the top row I have mostly science-fiction books, none of which 
I class as reference works. Perhaps the most valuable of those is do 
Camp and Pratt’s "Land of Unreason" though I would hold to my "Portable 
Novels of 3F” longer* I have a slightly dated college chemistry book 
which I've found useful only twice, and thro©'books on rocketry. 
There are, of course, six or seven volumes on bookkeeping in my closet 
and in different places.

I almost forgot my fan references* At my side on a sholf are Ben
nett's 1960 Directory of Fandom, Broyle's Who's Who, the current Fantasy 
Amateur, LASFS and Project Art Show mailing lists, and Bogg's "Gafia 
Press Style Book". Down at the bottom is the 1955 mailing list of GRUB 
(I may not know where fans are but I can sure tell you whore a lot of 
them were.). In my desk arc FANCYCLOP EDIAs I and II, the 1946 listing 
of Ackerman's books, 4/5 of Pavlat's Fanzine Index, TUB ENCHANTED DUPLI
CATOR, THE HARP STATES IDS, WILLIS DISCOVERS AMERICA, AH! SWEET IDIOCY, 
the throe Hoffman fan histories, two of Rotslcr's TTD series and ^uote 
Book. THE ATOM ANTHOLOGY, THE COLLECTED WHITINGS OF RICK SNEaRY, and 
THE GOON GOES WEST. I don't think of these last six as references but 
I keep them handy.

Our middle bedroom is used for a number of tnings, including three 
shelves of books and magazines. (Sadly, lack of space forces me to put 
the magazines behind tno books.) Here I have 50 or so Mentor paperbacks 
which I feci is a fine way to build a reference library. Many, far too 
many I foar, of these books are truc-ly unread but they are available 
any time I have a burning interest in the subjects they cover. There 
are hardcovers, too, but nothing I couldn't part with. In a room back 
of our garage is the rest of my paperbacks, all the pulps, and the very 
old and poor of my book collection. A number of old history and geogra
phy texts are hero but tney are too old to really be of any use. Of 
course my collections of John Dickson Carr, Alexander Dumas, and Conan 
Doyle are out there, too, so it is not all a loss.

What’s in r™*' reference Ijbrerjr'f
RICK SNEARY

Norm Metcalf atonned by 915 the other day. Norm was hitchhiking hie way to 
Denver and pointe south, Florida to be exact, where he hones to gather the materiel 
for NE / FRONTIERS.

.re spent several hours in interesting conversation as Form brought me up to 
date on the doings of Bay Area fandom. A fine chap, Norm Metcalf, and he’s welcome 
to come buck any time.

But I have a grotch. Norm couldn’t resist the fine fannich game of trying 
to nar.'i himself off as some one else. He first introduced himself an Rich Brown and, 
for reasons I won't go into, I was willing to accent that. Norm said he had a whole 
Rich Brown routine worked out but abandoned it when it became obvious that I knew 
Rich Brown only as a name in CRY.

It is a fine fannish game, I supvooe, but not a game that I apnrove of. Fan 
visitors, are always welcome at 915 but don’t nlay games with me. I don't like it.

/ ) ' RT



k CHILD'S garden of science fiction 
by ■

BEN EVANS

Cha pt or I; Ths SF Magazine
Sse the magazine.
It io called "Analog".
It used to be called "Astounding".
.'hat happened to "Astounding"?
"Astounding got the ax.
Ax, ax, ax.
/hy did "Astounding" got the ax?
"Astounding" didn't sell so good.
■‘ogazines are in business to make money.
I oney, money, money.
So what else is new?
"Astounding" sounded too juvenile.
Juveniles don't have a lot of money.
Money, money, money.
"Analog" sounds more adult.
Adults have more money.
"Analog" io selling no better than "Astounding".
So why did they change it in the first place?

Chapter II 
See the spaceship.
It is big.
Big, big, big.
It is almost as big as a fan's ego. 
/hat is a fan?
You're too young. fait till the next 
Spaceships cost money.
Loney, money, money.
Spaceships are too expensive.
Spaceships work with rockets to make 

them fly.

The SF Spaceship
Fly, fly, fly.
Rockets are too expensive and 

inefficient. /
r Spaceships need something new.

New, new, new.
chapter. See U.S. Patent ,^2,886,976.

Nov; we can build a good spaceship.
Aren't you glad we've got free 

enterprise?
Don't you wish you knew what free 

enterprise was?

Chapter III; The SF Monster
See the big blob.
See the blob assimilate people.
Slurp, slurp, slurp.
He hag to eat, too, you know.
He's strange. Like Daddy.
See the blob's cousin.
His cousin is a BEM.
Doesn't the BEN look like Mommy?
Slaver, slober, slaver, slober.
For all we know he may be a she .
He may be an it.
Nobody knows if BEMs have discovered sex.
Sex, sex, sex.
Drool, drool, drool.
For further information see "Stranger In A Strange Land." 
Wouldn't you like to be a BEN?
Or maybe a blob?
Have you read "Lolita"?

BEN EVANS
W . ■

\ \\ \



LEN MOFFATT A Column 
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If you happen to be among the minority of readers who object to reports and corn- 
mentaries on LASTS and LArea—fandom in the pages of DYliATRON, I suggest you skip the 
next few pages, as I do have a few more things to say regarding the fans and fanac 
in southern California. And, quite likely, always will.

Someday, perhaps, a Compleat History of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society 
may be written and published. That statement, qualified as it is with a "perhaps" 
and a "may”, is based on the assumption that Anything io possible. I have not at
tempted to determine the degree of probability of such an event actually occuring. 
At various times over the years there has been talk of compiling a history of the 
club, or publishing all of the old Minutes, and so on, but—to the best of my know
ledge-said project is still in the talking stages.

However, what I would like to see is a history written in a completely unbiased, 
unprejudiced manner, reporting in some detail on the club and its members, making no 
attempt co play down the fusses, feuds, and other foibles, and-—by the same token— 
making no attempt to underplay the good things and persons. This is asking Too Much, 
I know, but we may as well wish for the lest when we cren't entirely certain of ever 
seeing what might be termed "the second best”. Never can tell when Foo (or Elmer, 
for that matter) might rare back and pass a Miracle.

As most of you must know, Harry farner is currently working on a history of 
fandom. I’m sure that the space he devotes to LASFS and LArea-fandom will be as ob
jective as he can make it, and that his history as a whole will rank second to none. 
Harry is one of the few fan writers I know who is really capable of such a project. 
But, of course, he isn't likely to devote 100 pages or more to just one fan club, 
even if it is the oldest fan club in existence, and it would take &.t least 100 pages 
to properly tell the LASFS story.

Now I suspect that more words have been written about LASFS and its various mem
bers than have been written about any other club and its members in the microcosm. 
. it were somehow possible to add up the good words in one column and the bad words 
in a second column it would be interesting to see which column obtained the greater 
tot,al, Interesting, but not conclusive. The value of such a comparison-count would 
be debatable. I say this because I suspect the so-called "bad words" would outnumber 
the good, if only because of the sheer bulk of Ah, Sweet Idiocy!, and despite the 
fact that Laney did have some good things to say about the club and some of its mem
bers. Feuding and fussing will invariably consume more wordspace on paper than pleas
ant topics so it seems. I understand that this is merely "human nature" which, at 
times, seems simply a euphenism for yahooism,
• j. v Every 30 often someone will remark on the longevity of the LASFS, wondering how 
it has managed to survive what with all its ups and downs over the years. The ans
wer is obvious; people. Fan—type people.

There have always been a few members in attendance (a "hard core", if you will) 
who have kept.the show on the road, by some manner or means, and there have always 
been a sufficient number of non-active members who have given their support to the 
few who were willing to do the work. This support ranges from occasional attendance 
(and payment of dues) to regular attendance, and—more often t^an you might suspect__
actual support and assistance in the form of donating labor, money, time, and so on, 
to such club projects as the library, the official organ, local conferences, special 
meetings, and special publications.

Of course, it hasn’t been the same "hard core" over the years, anymore than it 
has been the same supporting membership. Both elements change every few years, with 
more than one change in a single decade. And much overlapping from group to group. 
Further, I use quotation marks around the term "hard core" because the ones I have 
known haven't been as "hard" as all that. They might appear so to the brand new mem
ber or to the visiting fireman, but all it takes to become an integral part of the 
group that is running the club" is a willingness to work. Certainly "personality" 
can help or hinder one in becoming a "wheel", but in the long run it is the results



that count'—and you can’t got results without ’.-fork. So...what about the unsung mem
bers mentioned above? The ones who do help out with various choree and projects yet 
rarely get ©goboo in print? True, they are aware that their efforts are appreciated, 
and in most instances they help becauce they like to participate on a local level 
but have no interest in becoming active in fand ora in general. Can it be argued that 
the members who are well-known (even into BNFdom) in the fan press are taking more 
credit than they deserve, taking credit for the work of others? 'Tain't necessarily 
so. One must remember two important points! (1) the "unsung” members could bo 
"sung" if they wanted to be, and (2) the work of the leader-members consists not on
ly of their own individual efforts, but also the work of getting the non—active mem
bers to work—to become enthusiastic about the club and its projects. If you have 
ever worked with people, anytime, anywhere, you know that this isn't the easiest 
job in the world.

Now 'twould be a horse—nay, "yahoo" of another color-—if the normally non—ac
tive members of the club did not appreciate the results of the projects, but they do. 
(in fact, I can say with all sincerity, that I do, for I've been a rather non-active 
member for some time now, and am happy to see the LASFS and the currently active 
LArea fans keeping the show on the road—not just the club itself, but the equally 
interesting added attractions such as genzines, apazines, worldcon planning, art 
shows, etc.

Certainly I'm prejudiced, as I have every right to be, but I think that even a 
more objective writer than myself would have to admit that fandom would have been— 
and would be:—a less rewarding hobby had LArea fandom never existed. It has given 
fandom what might be called a "sense of continuity", not just because the club has 
lasted for so many years (for it might have done that without ever being in contact 
with fandom in general, a situation that nearly existed when the post—Burbee Shaggys 
were getting such poor distribution), but primarily because we have been blessed with 
one "hard core" group after another, and sufficient supporter-members to make the ef
forts of the "leader-members" ’worthwhile. These efforts— and their results, or lack 
of results in some instances-—have made LArea fandom both famous and notorious 
throughout the microcosm.

Besides this "sense of continuity", local fandom has given much to fandom in 
general. In turn it has received both bouquets and brickbats, sometimes deserving, 
sometimes not. One could make a long list of projects and publications in which lo
cal fans have participated...VoM, SHAGGY, FANOYCLOPEDIA I, 1948 FANTASY ANNUAL, Big 
Pond Fund (the forerunner of TAFF), the fan art show, the futuristic fashion show, 
.festercons, Pacificon, and many others. But all of these are well known and received 
their fair share of egoboo at the time they occured, and will continue to be praised 
each time they re-occur, whether in some old fan's memory or, as in the case of such 
items as the art show, in actuality.

So what has LArea fandom done for us lately? Yell, the latest issue of SHAGGY 
arrived the other day. If you missed the 1962 ,/estercon there are at least three 
items in the mag you'll be glad to see. And if you were at the lestercon, I'm sure 
you'll be happy that at lease one of these items (if not all three, depending on 
your individual interests) has' been published. I might add that the rest of the is
sue has up-to-par material, too, and SHAGGY's par is usually hard to beat.

There are other things. The auctions at the club,' for instance. Sure, you've 
heard of them, and true, the funds derived are often used on some local project (in 
which you may or may not have any interest), but let's not forget that both TA.IF and 
TAFF have benefited from these auctions, as. well as from individual contributions 
in time, money, andwork on the part of LArea fans, most—-if not all—-of whom are 
members of LASFS. There are publishing ventures too numerous to mention. There is
the Pun Fund jar. (Then the punsters slack off, thus avoiding fines, the jar is
passed so that all present can contribute to the fund, which for the past couple of
years, hasbeen given to a fan visiting from overseas.)

Then, of course, there is the "LA Once Lore in '64" committee. Which reminds 
me that there is one point I'd like to clear up right now. One of the arguments put 
forth in favor of San Francisco over Los Angeles for the 1964 lorldcon is that L.A. 
has had the ’lorldcon more recently than has Frisco. Technically—I might even say
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legally—thio is not true. The last /orldcon in Loo Angelec (city of, not county of) 
was the Facificon in 1946. The Solacon was hold in South Gate, not Los Angeles.
True it was held in a hotel that to normally located in Los Angeles, however, during 
the time of the Solacon the Alexandria was a part of South Gate, an arrangement made 
possible through the kind co-operation of the Fayors of South Gate and Los Angeles. 
Those of you who attended the Solacon will retail that Fayor Heaver of South Gate 
attended the first session of the 1958 .'orldcon to proclaim that the Alexandria Hotel 
was within the city limits of South Gate for the duration of the convention, having 
been invited to do so by the payor of Los Angeles. It was for "fun”, true, but it 
was frr real and legally done. A fine point, this, but a valid one.

Further, the Solacon committee was net an official LASFS aperstion. Neither is 
the "Luk Once Fore” committee, but it is closer to LASFS than our committee was. The
Solacon committee was closer to being a committee of the Outlander Society than any
thing else. And we don’t plan another convention for South Gate until 2010.

I trust I have no-enemies in either the LArea or the.Bay Area, and I see no 
reason for a real fight between the two committees. Each should stand on ita own 
merits, without resorting to "dirty politics” and, happily, I’ve seen no evidence of 
the latter in their respective campaigns. Each committee is sure that it can put on 
a Setter con than t’other committee, and that’s as it should be. Healthy competition 
can bring out the best in both of them, no matter which one gets the con. Each re
spects the.other and the spirit between th® two is friendly.

The fact that I’m sunporting Iiorccn instead ®f Friscon is not entirely due to 
group loyalty au I still think of myself as an Outlander first end a LASFSian second. 
Nor is it due to the fact that I’m listed as an "official advisor” by the L.A. crew, 
(l perfectly willing to be an ’official advisor" to any committee, be it L.A., San 
Franoiac*, ®r Albuquerque, hut only to one at a time.) I’m on friendly terms with 
Oalifans, north and south, so if friendship were the criteria I could be as easily 
swayed by Alva and Fill as by Al or Ron, to name only four of the good people involved. 
Basically, I nick the iiorcon committee as the better of the two fine and capable com
mittees because I think' it nae ■ the ..edge in t-al$nt, resources, and experiences. The 
matter of whose turn it is being neither here nor there.

iAIF needs cancidates. And sunport. TAFF needs not just one or two candidates 
per ejection but three or five or .nore, with the understanding that the losers can 
always stand again in future elections. The deadline for the next Amerifan—to—Eng
land nominations is 28 February 1965 and at the moment there is not a single candi
date m the race. I had hoped that Squire Sneary would stand this time but now that 
he has declined the honor (and even if he had accepted I would feel the same way) I 
feel that there should be several candidates to make the TAFF race as interesting 
and exciting as possible, which, in turn, should keep the Fund from' floundering due 
to lack of support.

if you have been a fan iot any length of tine at all, get five of your fan 
friends to sign for you, arid mail the signatures, a 100 words-or-1ess platform, and 
five bucks (us bond that you'll actually make the trip if elected) to Ron Ellik, 
I825 ureemioid Ave., Los Angeles 2fj, California. Or, if you don’t want to stand, 
get one of your luii friends to stand. Don't let this great fan Project come to an 
unhappy end due to a lack of willing candidates. There are plenty of fans worthy 
of being TAFF delegates. The major problem is getting them to stand. TAFF needs 
candidates. . 1 — —

Keen Smiling.
L3.N J. FCFFATT

nditarial Comments: Friscon. EcchJ How about Bayvention? SFOon IT? I like the 
double meaning of the initials. // I- happily assume that you are being facetious with 
that remark about an Alnuquerque con committee. New Texico fandom consists of Juffua, 
Gretchen Schweim, Ghrystul (on the fringes), and myself in Albuquerque, and Bill 
loir onhanger way oti in the Four—Goffers area. .//Say, 'olfenbanger, did you know you 
were xj_v_ng in raying Saucer country? There's been mure UFOs spotted up there than 
in the rest bf the countrv combined. RT. <



Ed Cox doodles in. thio apace.
LETT ERS LETTERS LETTERS LETT IRS LETTERS FEEDBACK LETTERS LETTERSLET TERS LETT ERSLETTERS

ED COX Gad, 14 issues. And I have them all, evey one...
14955i DICKENS STREET, |fell, that’s your problem. RT^
SHERI AN QAi'S, CALIF. I note that while the surging flow of fanzines io un

abated, you've switched your manner of reviewing. I like it 
better this way. They're more intriguing to the non-receiver in much the same way 
c>>e old S3. "A" list was over the "B" list, the latter being pretty sketch compared to 
che longer reviews of the former, as you probably very well remember. I would sure 
like to see Ferwin's reviews of the past few years crop! jJ'Yeah, if it included him 
editing a revived SS/TfS, RT^

Sneaking of horror movies and so on, the weekend in LA certainly has its share 
of them. The Friday night "Neird Tales of Science Fiction” phased out a few weeks 
ago and now the same channel has its horror movie on Saturday nights. At the same 
time as the channel 11 SF movie. I almost always watch the horror movie. The same 
damn series of so-called science-fiction movies play over and over and over and over. 
Such as "Target: Earth!”, "Riders To the Stars", "Attack of the Crab Fonsters", and 
so on and on and on. Some weren't bad on first showing. Cnee in a while e. first- 
rate job shows up on another channel. The Oogate Theatre, definitely high-class 
stuff as TV movies go, showed "'"'his Island Earth” (l think that was the title.)

Last Saturday night I watched "The lummy", made in 19J2 and starring Karloff, 
David Fanners... forget the name of the girl. This was the first of the Fumy movies 
and very well done, too. This is part of the era of the great horror films when such 
a production got all the attention and work that any other tyre of film did. Lost 
of them these days are hacked out as quickie attractions and rate about as low as any 
stf junk—film (such as "Fire—1'aidens of Cuter Snace” or whatever its celled).

Anyhow this vintage thriller shows Karloff in his hey-day. There is plot, sus
pense, and drama...and fantasy...in this film. Karloff plays a priest who violated 
the old code and tried to use the "Scroll of Thoth" to bring his beloved back to life. 
ve is caught and punished most severely. That is, not only in this world, but the 
next as well. Archaeologists find his tomb and the scroll and, inadvertantly, one 
brings him back to life. The plot gets somewhat complex for detailed reviewing here, 
but Karloff assists the archaeologists on subsequent expeditions to unearth the mum
my of his beloved, whose personality has come down through the generations and is now 
in the body of the heroine of this show. A tremendous scene is when Karloff shows 
her, in his sumptuous ancient Egyptian-tyne quarters, his magic pool wherein is de
picted what happened back J700 years ago. The roiling clouds sweep away and we see a 
silent movie treatment of all that transpired. That a scene. No wonder so many of 
us hark back to the silent films. There was magic in them. And in this film, too. 
The ancient gods did things then. Frightening...and awsome as hell, too. Karloff 
was tremendous.

There's been some other first-rate horror films such as the first and second 
Frankenstein movies and that movie in which Simone Simon starred, "The Cat People", 
I believe.

^The Cat Peonle is, indeed, one of the best. Better on the big screen with
out commercial interruptions, of course. I've seen it several times. Let 
yourself relax and be borne away by the film. Scares the hell out of you. 
And you never see a monster at all. RT^

K
ALVA ROGERS Vhy the double standard about "LA” and "Frisco", Roy? /e’re
5245 RAHLVES DRIVE, damned b ecause we use "Frisco" in our slogan, but Los Ange- 
CA3TRO VALLEY, CALIF, les can use "LA" with approbation and impunity, j^/here did

I put my dictionary? RT#' As a matter of fact, if one were to 
ask the average BArean why refering to San Francisco as Frisco is such a heinous 
crime, amounting almost to lose majesty, the answers would range all the way from a 
blank stare and a shake of the head, to "Herb Caen says, 'don't call it Frisco.'" 
/ell, you go right ahead ano support LA—-it’s a good town with a lot of good people 
in it and I like it—but we hope to see you in the BArea come Labor Day weekend, 1964.

\ ' '



ROGERS, cont'd
The Sneary reprint was intereating and reminded me of the times fait Daugherty 

took me with him to the /arner Brothers studios where he worked back in 1944, In 
1961, Rick says, the MGM lot was virtually deserted with only one or two TV shows in 
the works. The Varner lot in 1944 was, to corn a nhrese, a beehive of activity, 
with what seemed like thousands of costumed people skittering through the studio 
streets and all the sound stages operating at full capacity. It was truly fascina
ting. . •

always did favor the double standard. Actually, Alva, the "Frisco” 
thing has nothing to do with my supporting L,A. over S.F. It is a combi
nation of things, such as the fact that I'm more acquainted with L.A. fen 
than I am with S.F. fen. As you know I'm a former member of both GGFS and 
the Little Fen and as such, should, I supnose, sunport the BArea but except 
for you and Joe Gibson I know little, if anything about Bay Area fans. 
Perhaps, if SF had announced itself as a possible consite earlier I'd be 
all for it but you waited too long. I committed myself to L.A. two years 
ago. .fl once heard that you don't call it Frisco because that was a term 
used only by the less literate but I doubt if that's the reason, I dunno

. what the reason is. .'f Egad, is Herb Caen still at it out there? RTj

STAN IO0LSTON One thing in favor of DYNATRON as a communicative fanzine
128J2 VESTLAKE ST., (in comparison with /ARHOON) is its size; imagine a conversa-' 
GARDEN GROVE, CALIF, tion as long as a VARHOON to comment on each ish, for the com

pletist letterhack.; Fortunately, I've no comnletist tendencies 
when it comes to writing letters, so JARHOON is fine with me—but so is DYNATRON.

You should move to Sunny California if you hate bright and sunny mornings—or 
days, for that matter; about three weeks ago (l think) we had a day with sunshine 
all daylight through. Since then, with maybe one day's exception, it's been foghorn 
weather. Come! California needs you!. $HaJ You sound like my fellow OAPAns. But I 
don’t need California, RT$ .

The Sneary item will probably inspire comments like mad. On reading up to the 
rhinoceros skull I can see any comments might be mad. It reminds me of a fan's house 
with assorted interests represented, from old pianos, old books, a gasmaaked loving 
cup, etc. If a TV play were done by fandom's filmmakers they could probably find 
enough props in various ''dens” to make up a most convincing and curious curiosity 
shop. . ■

As I've been from several towns dubbed "hick" by some big—city shysters, I'm not 
ready to believe any of Deckinger's Discon report. Perhaps at one time towns were 
hick; now they have TV and can probably out-shyster Deckinger any day of the week. 
TV is the great leveler (next to a manure spreader).

'EST OF THE SUN; l-ost if not all of us have ancestors who were cannibals, and 
mentally most humans have cannibal tastes (desire to overcome others and absorb their 
initiave). Maybe I should say I equate slavery and control of others with the can
nibal idea to a degree. As described by Tom Armistead, this book reminds me of Swift 
but as I remember reading it I think it doesn't have Swift's deep insights.

Maybe a .Committee of Elder Fen .could be formed to subtly see that any tendency 
towards a new influx of prozines is discouraged. Ve could have a whole series of 
committees, liaybe a psi committee for if the minds of the people concerned are as 
week as suggested by the propubber who didn't know SFzines exist, we could use witch
doctor techniques on them. Actually, though, I think there is room for some good 
zines—say a renewed T?S or STARTLING, and an UNKNOJN and maybe one like FAI OUS FAN
TASTIC I YSTERIES that reprints from books. A mild growth could inspire writers to 
work harder at it. It is the wild growth that might do harm.

$3tan,; there's no comparing DYNATRON with IARHCON. .'ARHOON is an out
standing publication—as evidenced by the fact that it won the Hugo—while 
DYNATRON is, well, an average-ty^e fanzine at the most. I can't match 
Bergeron's effort and I don't intend to try. There's a difference in con
cent involved for one thing. DYNATRON is a means for me to keep in touch 
with a lot of good people that I don't have the time to write to indivi-



/COLSTON, con'td.
dually and, as such, I don’t feel it is necessary for me to expound deep 
and serious thoughts each time it arrears. Dick points to my column in 
DYNATRON #12 as a prime example of putting words on caper and not saying 
anything. Guilty, your honor, of committing the offense then, in the 
cast and, quite probably, in the future. Dick, one presumes, looks on fan
dom as a group banded together for the purnose of communicating with each

I think Dick
other concerning matters of serious import. My view is somewhat different, 

takes the matter of fandom and fanzines too seriously. RT$" 

TI agree with Gary Labowitz that Yngvi is not a louse. However, 
my belief that Yngvi is not a louse in unstable. By the time I 
finish this I will have probably convinced myself that Yngvi is a 
louse. At least I don’t start off Prejudiced. But I don’t agree 

is valid. &
1 Ean’%nnne ia Wve, with an "e". Altho I’ve not researched this I did read 

that ish of SCIENTIFIC; AMERICAN and noticed the information about Dr. Yngve. ThusX 
Labowitz committee is meaningless since there is no evidence that he cS^ hS 

on ? * If th6re W6re tP bQ ftny neaning reference t this per
son, which I XX T’ and if hin n£,*e waa YnSvi’ which 1 d°ubt, the name of 
mittee" ifX Vn & 1OU9G conraitteG" «r "Yngve is not a louse com-
..ituee , if you follow me. 7 You lost me on the first turn. RT^
.ary has Presented some doubtful evidence that one Yngve exists but there is no nrocff 
that Yngve is Yngvi or that he or either is not a louse.

r . #
Your practice of reviewing fanzines hither end yon through
out the contents of the magazine is one of those irksome 
little practices, which,while all being very minor in them
selves, have done much to turn me off DYNATRON. Zhy can’t ■ 

reviews all in one little place of their very own? |BecausoI

FRED GOTTSCHALK 
6716 SULKY LANE 
ROCKVILLE, MD.

that Gary-1 3 proff

GORDON EKLUND 
14612 18TH AVE, SW
SEATTLE 66, /a BYINGTON.

run all
them as
I liked Sneary’s reprint, if an article from a fanzine with a circulation of five 

be considered a renrint. Good stuff, like, but an with most of DYJaTRCN's stuff 
too deep -but I don t suppose that's really a criticism, considering most "deer"

x feel rather out of place around here, if newfan's are succored to have a sneae 
of wonder and be all enthusiastic. Gads, I’m a newfan and I'm not enthusiastic. 
+ n(1pv re‘0Ufh* *° hav7 explained to Betty Kujawa that, if Lincoln were alive
tod.y he most certainly would be a Democrat. Or would that have been to apparent as

1' ®n* GnyWay’ 1 ve Kot line: "Abe, you Democrat infidel," to remember
uulo 3CQI16 oy»

Your layout and illustrations are horrid.
H grant that material in DYNATRON is not deep, but just out of curiosity, 
what.do.you consider "deep"? # If Lincoln were alive today he’d be too old
° lri politics of any kind. You might consider him a Democrat but I

consider him overrated. Having seen BRAi'BLE, ’
comments on DYNaTRON’3 artwork and layout.

you 
use

the fanzine j 
fillers. RT^

can 
not
□tuff in fanzines.

. I’m much amused at your RTJ '

JACK SPEER
160 WASHINGTON SE 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.I'.

I was holding my breath a long time for the end of the long par
enthesis in your editorial, but by golly, you hadn't forgotten, 
&nd you finally closed it.

But of course Stranger in a Strange Lend is s-f. I don't 
so much trouble defining science-fiction. Science-fiction is a 

, U • x- / j . r'n^‘*°y '-lotion is any fiction that is not mundane, fl’un— 
tion which m- h xlc'r-°n wnich w® know could happen). Science-fiction is fantasy fic- 
« ctZ’t.r n °r -“n’‘ h°’”’°n’ "a *”1"* ta°"- f“ta°y

Kay H AtV1N 0on3ont 13 3° 13 So 10 Swen Days In
y. oe.n t have to involve any inventions beyond those of the present day. The

know why people have ____
branch of fantasy fiction.



SPEER, cont'd.
fact that it io oet in the future, to give the author more room, is enough. :/hy 
does being in the future make it maybe—could maybe—couldn't? Because there may not 
be any future for the human race.

Or to attack it from the intensions! directions any story definitely set in 
the future rather than the present callo for an exercise of imagination beyond that 
ordinarily demanded by mundane fiction. A proof of this is the old” lady in the 
Snoqualmie discussion group who, when I suggested Advise and Consent took place 
around 1965 (?), thought I said I865. She just couldn’t conceive of a story taking 
place in the future. Do you know of any story previous to fells and Bellamy that 
was placed in the future? Think how long it took even for □—f writers to get into 
the habit of placing their stories in the future.

By the way, I question the statement that historically s—f grew cut of the broad 
field of fantasy. Seems to me it grew rather out of down—to—earth mundane fiction— 
or nonfiction. Gulliver's Travels was inspired by accounts of more or less true 
voyages, not by folk tales about little folk. . .

There io no longer a mutual exclusion between stf and mainstream. Mainstream 
literature has been fantasized to a considerable extent. This doesn't make stf any 
less stf.

Bill Plott; Of course the coiner of "fanzine" knew he was borrowing the tech
nique of Lewis Carroll. Louis Russell Chauvenet was and is a gentleman of wide cul
tural attainments. The immediate conduit of this wordmaking practice into fandom is 
Uncle Hugo, but I daresay not one fan in ten is ignorant of Carroll and the portman
teau word. Bill might do well to look up the word "genre" before he again uses it 
as a synonym for fandom; and then, as recommended by damon knight, not use it at all.

The Shea—type story Harry Warner was trying to think of was The Undesired 
Princess.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS DEPART!*ENT or SO YOU THINK MAYBE THIS IS A NEUSZINE? 
Charles & Jane /ells, 200 Atlas, Apt $1, Durham, North Carolina

I
Hmmmm. I've closed out the lettercol and suddenly find a counle of letters left. 
Dwell, I've still some snace left to fill so let's get on with it. Here's good old 
Bob Smith of the Sydney Smiths, late of London, and a servant o' Her Majesty,

SGT SMITH, ROBERT F. Say, you heard that new record. |No. RT| with the catchy (to 
a COlTAxJD AlELITI'iS, me, anyway) tune that goes "''/hat Ever ua.ppened to Baby Jane?" 
VICTORIA BARRACKS, Jell, I have this real keen variation; what ever happened 
SYDNEY, N.S.j',, to Roy Tackett?—or better yet, what ever happened to Bob
AUSTRALIA Smith, eh? It’s quite Possible I owe you a letter because

I'm way behind on just about every Mannish level. |Yar, and 
it is quite possible that I owe you a letter because I'm way behind on just about 
every fannish level. RT|

'Sfunny...Ed Cox never doodled anything in my cony...I filled that snace in but 
it's pretty crummy.

I used to have a whole swag of Doubleday books; collected most of them in Japan 
via Charles E. Tuttle's publishing firm, but some I found on local shelves. I re
call I was always crotching at their uncut edges, especially my cony of "One In Three 
hundred", w’-ich was particularly bad. Are they any better these days? #The edges or 
the odds? RT|

Aw,surely the science fiction produced in the 1950s wasn't all that bad, Roy] 
You can't just dismiss the JJOs like that; individual yarns must be examined, and I 
could take up the rest of this letter listing the fine yarns. /Name two. RT$'

Sydney in '65? You're kidding, of course? I don't mean by that that its un
thinkable to even consider any other place but dear old Blighty for 1965, but its 
equally unthinkable to consider the various tiny factions in Australian sf fandom, 
most of whom don't even sneak to each other!, coming together for a convention. In 
fact, the thot is so mind—croggling that I'll have to just sit here for a few minutes 
and contemplate my typist....



JOHN BAXTER 
BOX 59,
KING STREET P.O. 
SIDNEY, N.S.W. 
AUSTRALIA 

SMITH, con’td.
Like's conren was awfully frustrating, but then it was only his view. An earlier 

one he did for Baxter's BUNYIP was the same.
Plott's "Fanspeak 1984?" was interesting, but I disagree with his suggestion that 

fandom's particular range of portmanteau words are slang. I think the majority of 
them are, simply, portmanteau words, telescope-words, amalgams, etc. Most of the 

lang words that Bill used in the LoO arrived during the early days of the American 
New Nation around the beginning of the 19th Century, and some of them had a very 

brief stay indeed.
^lell, why not Sydney in '65? There's talk—dunno how serious—of bringing Tuck 

over for the ’64 con so he could put in the bid for Aussie. My Inglis readers will 
probably be dispatching vast engines of destruction in this direction but I think that 
having cities at the opposite ends of the Earth, so to sneak, ’ bidding for the con 
would make it quite interesting. Yes. RT^

/hatever happened to John Baxter? j^This sounds like Smith's 
letter. RT# Ah, now there's a story that will make your hair 
curl. A great deal has passed in the life of scribe JB since 
last he graced the green pages of your noble fanzine. For one 
thing, on the 1st September '62, he got married. There was 
much rejoicing and carousing and quaffing of amber fluid, not

to mention some susniciously smoky liquid in a square bottle. Bob Smith became em- 
barassingly inebriated and chased the bride's sister down the hallway. All in all it 
was quite an event.

After all this brouhaha, the bride and groom caught the midnight express and trav
elled 600 miles to lelbourne. Cnee there, we shacked up with Lee Harding, ex-fan and 
budding pro, and his wife, and proceeded to talk about the state of science fiction 
into the wee small hours. At least Lee and I did...our wives listened for a while sri 
then retired to the bedroom and played penny poker and read Rabelais. After a few 
weeks of this, we came home, leaving the Hardings lamenting. Once home, John Baxter 
settled down and wrote a story. Ted Carnell bought it for NEW WORLDS. He wrote an
other. Ted bought that, too. Then Lee nar(jing suggested he collaborate with him on 
a novel. They did. It was mailed yesterday, so keep your fingers crossed.

Other than these highlights, there has been a regular fusilade of small explosions. 
John Baxter found Ron Smith, prominent New York BNF and ex—editor of INSIDE who was 
lost in the wilds of rugged Australia. Great was the rejoicing when these two per
sonages met, and out of their joy plans for a fanzine were born. It may take a while 
but something should be forthcoming soon.

You may be right in expecting a new boom in sf—things in the English-centered 
part of the world are definitely Pointing that way. The difference in this boom will 
be that the growth will come fror outside the field. It'll be a case of outside pub
lishers and writers moving in rather than established writers and publishers expanding 
to meet a larger demand. An example—during the last six months, about a dozen new 
hardcover sf novels have been published in England, all of them by writers without 
previous experience of science—fiction. This is not to say they are.duds, on the con
trary, they are for the most part excellent pieces of work, showing a freshnessof ap
proach and a flair for really original thinking. Better still, the writing is well up 
to contemporary crit ical standards, which is more than; one can say even for Heinlein, 
xhe man worth watching is Anthony Burgess, a novelist who has built up an enviable 
renutation as a writer about the East. His first essay into sf, A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is 
the sort of book that fans should enjoy—it's the story of juvenile delinquency and 
its prevention in the future, told through the eyes of a jd, and related in the slang 
01 the day. That’s on the surface—I'd guess that Burgess was trying for a reasonable 
application of Joyce's FINNEGA'-'S /AKE language experiments and a method of presenting 
the strongly rythmic Joyce structure in a way that would be intelligible to the aver
age bright reader. However you look at it, it's a great piece of sf. His second ? 
jcience fiction novel, T ■■ j VANTI. G SEED, is more—or—less the homosexual society of 
Beaumont's THE CROOKED LAN blown up and worked upon in a way most sf authors would 
find totally impossible. It’s currently a runaway best seller in Britain and, what's
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BA XT SR,  cont1 d.
more important, a critical aucceoa as well. If either of these are released in Ameri
ca, I suggest you try to read them. They rut the best contemporary sf in the shade. 
Also worthwhile is Nicholas Monsarrat's T^E THE BEFORE TUIS, Huxley's ISLAND, Dan- 
ver's T~TE END OF IT ALL-—you'd be surprised just how far the invasion has gone. Hold 
onto your hats boys, it's just about time for the half-gods to go.

jfrhat was the trouble with the last stf boom—too many outsiders, who had 
no concention of science-fiction, started writing it. I'm not saying that 
the field should be closed and only established stf writers permitted to 
practice the art—we'd soon run out of writers—but I do think that writers 
without experience in stf should study the field before they attempt it. 
Note, please, that I'm talking about science-fiction, not social essays 
set in the future. Your description of A CLOCK'ORK ORANGE does not cause 
any great desire to read it to stir within me. It is, I suspect, the sort 
of story (?), all filled with messages and social commentary, that bores 
me. Whatever it is it ain't stf. Not my brand, anyway. Now, then, where 
did I nut that copy of GALACTIC PATROL? RT| '

In the next issue: John Baxter's SF QUIZ, an article by Jack Sneer, fiction by Mike 
Deckinger and Tadashi Taka and who knows what else?
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